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For the last decade, artist Lucio Parrillo has crafted some of the most incredible painted images ever seen in comics! For Dynamite Entertainment, Parriilo has painted the most iconic images
of the most iconic characters in the company's library! Now, all of this incredible art is presented in one incredible hardcover collection! Red Sonja: From Barbarian to Queen! Vampirella:
Drakulon and Beyond! John Carter, Dejah Thoris and Tarzan: From the Jungles of Earth to the Wastes of Barsoom! Plus: Zombies, Pirates and Chaos! 200 pages of beautiful women and
horrific beasts! Also featuring select process and preliminary pieces of art from Parillo himself! Signed by Lucio Parrillo. LIMITED QUANTITIES AVAILABLE.
Milo Manara - The Definitive CollectionHumanoids, Incorporated
Pandora is a beautiful young woman living with her adoptive parents in a major European city. Out of the blue, she learns that her real father might be a terrible mob boss wanted by the
international authorities. When she is kidnapped and taken to Turkey, she is forced to confront her dangerous past and investigate the motives of the people closest to her. Vincenzo Cerami, a
screenwriter (Roberto Benigni’s international hit "Life is Beautiful"), collaborates here with one of Europe’s greatest artists, Milo Manara.
The ulitmate collection from international superstar comic book writer and artist Milo Manara. Famous for his mythical and erotic art style, this book collects three of his most famous and
sought after works.
Milo Minara is a well-known and much-loved Italian graphic novelist, and he has been collaborating with Dark House to bring a comprehensive catalogue of his work to the English-speaking
world. Manara's artwork and satirical voice are both in top form in this latest edition, and these stories, spanning two decades, are among his funniest, sexiest and most beautiful. The latest in
a series of nine volumes, this reprint allows classic Manara stories to be experienced by a whole new audience.
An edge-of-your-seat thriller spiced with Milo Manara’s gorgeous erotic sensibility.
Spanish writer and artist GUILLEM MARCH is best known for his ongoing, extensive work with DC Comics on Batman, Catwoman, and Harley Quinn and has worked as an artist on several graphic novels
including the English editions of Monika with Titan Comics and The Dream with Europe Comics. Here, he takes up his pen for an edgy new FIVE-PART SERIES about a highly unconventional angel named
Karmen and the young woman she takes under her wing when a case of heartbreak strikes hard. Packed with surprises and metaphysics, this gorgeously drawn series deploys tenderness and humor as it
dives deep into topics that matter.
Presents information on the Italian comic strip writer, Milo Manara. Includes a complete cartoon online from Manara; an editorial from Manara on cartoons, art, politics, and morals; and cartoon character
profiles. Highlights Manara works which are not related to the world of cartoons, including posters, illustrations, covers, and plates. Posts contact information via telephone and fax numbers and e-mail. Site is
available in Italian, English, German, and French.
Milo Manara's uproarious character Giuseppe Bergman is back — and still looking for adventure in all the wrong places! In stories spanning from 1989 through 2004, Bergman attempts to hold himself together
while starring in a film with a vanished director; looks after a young woman with an irresistible urge to reenact classic European paintings; and sails the Mediterranean on a journey re-creating the legendary
voyage of Odysseus! Manara's artwork and satirical voice are both in top form, making these stories among his funniest, sexiest, and most beautiful!
Beautiful Manara temptress Parva gets a mysterious box by accident. Inside, she finds a magic phallic snake that, when rubbed, brings out a male genie of her dreams who tells her that for him to become
flesh she must undergo a series of arduous sexual tests from the ancient Kama Sutra. She's ready and willing! Another beautifully sensuous, irresistible album from the Italian master of erotica yet even more
hardcore than any he's done!
Tegneserie. Et tv-holds jagt på stof til en række udsendelser med "skjult kamera" er rammen om disse korte historier, der bringer journalisten Honey ud i pikante og tragikomiske situationer
After boarding an abandoned ship, the young and beautiful Gullivera encounters strange new worlds and exotic new people, from tiny Lilliputians to teasing giants and a few other titillating stops along the
way… The erotic graphic novel adaptation of Jonathan Swift’s classic, Gulliver’s Travels, as told by the unique and playful pen of Milo Manara. For mature audiences

Jonathan Swift's classic takes a naughty turn; Watch how thousands of tiny Lilliputians tie Gullivera's barely clad beauty down to the beach, how she is used as a splayed-leg
arch for their triumphant troops, and how she lets a couple of young giants play with her willingly.
The classic short story collection by Neil Gaiman and a host of renowned artists is back! Alternately haunting, bittersweet, erotic and nightmarish, the seven stories in this bookone for each of the Endless siblings, each illustrated by a different artist-reveal strange secrets and surprising truths about the Endless.
Four tales of action and suspense featuring the lovely ladies of the mutant world! First, international superstar Milo Manara joins X-Legend Chris Claremont for a highflying, deathdefying, globetrotting adventure! Storm, Psylocke, Shadowcat, Marvel Girl and Rogue save the world and look great doing it! Then, X-23 has spent her short life being used. But
when she confronts a being who can control her life with a mere thought, will X-23 learn how to fight for herself?, Plus: having quit the Dark X-Men, Cloak and Dagger struggle to
fit in among the mutants of Utopia. But when a menace targets Cloak, Dagger must make a fateful choice! And Dazzler is attacked by an onslaught of villains from her past -led
by her murderous sister, Mortis! Will Alison Blaire survive this blood-soaked trip down memory lane? COLLECTING: X-Women 1, X-23 1, Cloak & Dagger 1, Dazzler 1
Frigid rich bitch Claudia gets a little implant in the right spot with a remote control. Turn the knob and voila! She's a hot cauldron of unleashed lust!
Bergman runs into a woman who fancies herself part of famous paintings...beautifully transforming into part of the tableau. Manara's nudes at their best!
Milo Manara's internationally acclaimed erotic work concludes on a high note, with this deluxe, archival volume featuring one of his best-loved stories, Butterscotch! A physicist
discovers a way to become invisible, but a curious ballerina easily tracks him by the smell of butterscotch! This volume also includes Candid Camera, Gulliveriana, Three Girls on
the Internet, and more, all newly translated, as well as an essay by comics scholar Ben Saunders of the University of Oregon on the relationship between art and pornography.
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Sex, Tarot, and Astrology meet in this sensual 78-card Tarot deck by well-known erotic comic artist Milo Manara. The artist's unique interpretations of the Major and Minor Arcana incorporate his usual playful,
witty style. The Majors retain most of the traditional names, with The Punishment replacing The Hanged Man and The Mirror replacing The Wheel of Fortune. The Minor Arcana suits are named according to
the element associated with each suit: fire, water, air, and earth. This seductive deck cleverly blends eroticism, art, and divination. Contains explicit content.
Three women try to cover up a murder committed while webcasting.
In this book, the girls of Manara are wild, sumptuous and voluptuous.
A classic tome where the heroine is introduced to the spicy pleasures of being administered- and administering- spankings! Manara beautifully and abundantly illustrates the tongue-in-(ahem)-cheek text.
Luxuriously presented trade paper back in sepia and black colors and with flaps.
Alejandro Jodorowsky and Milo Manara's four-part sweeping saga of sex, blood, and religion is now collected in a trade paperback edition for the first time ever, a perfect companion volume to Dark Horse's
award-winning Manara Library series! When Pope Innocent VIII dies, the corrupt, licentious Cardinal Rodrigo Borgia schemes, murders, and seduces his way into becoming the new Pope, immediately
securing positions for his family and thereby ensuring a Borgia dynasty. With breathtakingly beautiful painted artwork by Manara, this account of Italy's first Mafia family is among comics'--and
history's--sexiest, most violent, and most engaging epics! Borgia vols. 1-4 (also exists in HC format)
Milo Manara's landmark collaboration with Dark Horse continues with the premier volume of Manara Erotica, a sumptuous companion to the Manara Library! A master of storytelling and of the human form,
Manara has created some of the sexiest comics ever published.

"Chronicling the pleasures and struggles of Michelangelo Merisi (who the world would come to know as Caravaggio) during the painter's early years in Rome, this seminal work is
Manara's love letter to his idol--one of the most revered and influential artists in history. Filled with striking and timeless artwork, this hardcover is the first English-language
edition of another modern Manara masterpiece"-The salacious graphic novel adaptation of one of classic Roman literature’s most legendary stories, as told by one of eroticas' most legendary artists, Milo Manara. The
adventures of a young man whose fascination with witchcraft leads him to be transformed into a donkey. Passing from owner to owner, young Lucius runs afoul of thieves,
sorcerers, and beautiful women in his search for salvation. Inspired by “The Golden Ass of Apuleius,” an ancient story that has inspired generations of writers, this titillating tale
is a must-have for Manara fans. For mature audiences.
Milo Manara’s Gullivera (Adult Comics): The loosely inspired adventures of Jonathan Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels, sensually revisited by an undisputed master of erotic comics.
PUBLICATION IN 1 VOLUME – COMPLETED WORK. After boarding an abandoned ship, the young and beautiful Gullivera encounters strange new worlds and exotic new
people, from tiny Lilliputians to teasing giants and a few other titillating stops along the way… The erotic graphic novel adaptation of Jonathan Swift’s classic, Gulliver’s Travels,
as told by the unique and playful pen of Milo Manara. For mature audiences.
Showcasing some of the art form's most beautiful comics, this premier volume includes two of Manara's seminal works: the sweeping epic Indian Summer, a collaboration with
celebrated creator Hugo Pratt, and Manara's The Paper Man, both painstakingly translated by Euro comics expert Kim Thompson.
Continuing Dark Horse's comprehensive English collection of Italian comics master Milo Manara's work, this volume features the enthralling historical epic El Gaucho, the second
of Manara's storied collaborations with his mentor Hugo Pratt, author of the internationally acclaimed Corto Maltese. Rounding out this offering is Trial by Jury, a series of
captivating shorts in which some of history's most notorious figures undergo a mock trial. With The Manara Library, English-language readers have the opportunity to experience
the illustrative storytelling of a true comics master.
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